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2 Department of Automati Control, Lund Institute of Tehnology, Sweden,{karlerik, anton}�ontrol.lth.seAbstrat. This paper presents the development of interative real-timeontrol labs using TrueTime and Easy Java Simulations. TrueTime is afreeware Matlab/Simulink based tool to simulate real-time ontrol sys-tems, and Easy Java Simulations allows rapid reation of interative sim-ulations in Java. Authors an use TrueTime to develop the simulationof a real-time ontrol system, and then move to Easy Java Simulationsto link the system and reate the graphial user interfae whih providesthe visualization and user interation. The ombination of these toolsbrings together the best of them.1 IntrodutionControl eduation has to adapt to the new senario that the information teh-nologies provide. In this ontext interative virtual labs take advantage of thesenew possibilities and improve the understanding of the system behavior [1, 2℄.The interativity should allow the user to simultaneously visualize the evolutionof the system, and its response on-the-�y to any hange introdued by the user.This immediate observation of the gradient of hange of the system as responseto user interation is what really helps the student get useful pratial insightinto ontrol system fundamentals. TrueTime is a MATLAB/Simulink based tool[3�5℄, whih failitates o-simulation of ontroller task exeution in real-time ker-nels, network transmissions, and ontinuous plant dynamis. The tasks are pro-esses that ontrol ontinuous-time plants modeled as ordinary Simulink bloks.However, models reated with Simulink su�er from a ertain lak of interativityin the sense desribed. A typial instrutor would fae di�ulties if (s)he had todevelop, using only Simulink, virtual labs with graphial and interative apabil-ities.This is where Easy Java Simulations (Ejs) omes in handy. Ejs is a softwaretool designed to reate simulations in Java with high-level graphial apabili-ties and with an inreased degree of interativity [6℄. The paper is organized asfollows. In Setion 2 both tools TrueTime and Ejs are introdued. In Setion3 main aspets of the integration between TrueTime and Ejs are ommented.Setion 4 shows three examples of this approah. Finally, Setion 5 presents themain onlusions and further work. 811



812 Gonzalo Farias, Karl-Erik Årzén, Anton Cervin2 TrueTime And Easy Java SimulationsIn this Setion both TrueTime and Easy java Simulation (Ejs) are desribedbrie�y. TrueTime is a Matlab/Simulink based tool to simulate real-time systems,and Ejs is an authoring tool to reate simulations in Java. Sine Ejs has a linkto reuse Simulink models, authors an reate interative real-time ontrol labsombining both tools.2.1 A Brief Overview Of TrueTimeTrueTime is a Matlab/Simulink-based simulator for networked and embeddedontrol systems that has been developed at Lund University sine 1999. The sim-ulator software onsists of a Simulink blok library (see Fig. 1) and a olletion ofMEX �les. The kernel blok simulates a real-time kernel exeuting user-de�nedtasks and interrupt handlers. The various network bloks allow nodes (kernelbloks) to ommuniate over simulated wired or wireless networks. TrueTimean be downloaded from http://www.ontrol.lth.se/truetime/.

Fig. 1. The TrueTime 1.5 blok libraryTo reate real-time simulations TrueTime provides mainly two kinds of bloks,TrueTime Kernel and TrueTime Network. The TrueTime Kernel blok simulatesa omputer node with a generi real-time kernel, A/D and D/A onverters, andnetwork interfaes. The blok is on�gured via an initialization sript. The sriptmay be parameterized and the programmer may reate objets suh as tasks,timers, interrupt handlers, et., representing the software exeuting in the om-puter node. The TrueTime Kernel blok supports various pre-emptive sheduling



Interative Real-Time Control Labs with TrueTime and Ejs 813algorithms suh as �xed-priority sheduling and earliest-deadline-�rst shedul-ing. It is also possible to speify a ustom sheduling poliy. The TrueTime Net-work blok and the TrueTimeWireless Network blok simulate the physial layerand the medium-aess layer of various loal-area networks. The types of net-works supported are CSMA/CD (Ethernet), CSMA/AMP (CAN), Round Robin(Token Bus), FDMA, TDMA (TTP), Swithed Ethernet, WLAN (802.11b), andZigBee (802.15.4). The bloks only simulate the medium aess (the sheduling),possible ollisions or interferene, and the point-to-point/ broadast transmis-sions.2.2 A Brief Overview of Easy Java SimulationsEjs is an authoring tool designed for rapid reation of interative simulationsin Java. Ejs is di�erent from most other authoring tools in that Ejs is notdesigned to make life easier for professional programmers, but has been on-eived by siene teahers, for siene teahers and students. That is, for peoplewho are more interested in the ontent of the simulation, and muh less in thetehnial aspets needed to build the simulation. Ejs an be downloaded fromhttp://www.um.es/fem/Ejs/.

Fig. 2. Ejs uses the model and the view to reate the simulationsEjs strutures a simulation in two main parts, the model and the view (seeFig. 2). The model an be desribed by means of Ordinary Di�erential Equations,Java ode or external appliations. The view provides the visualization of thesimulated system, either in a realisti form or using one or several data graphs,and the user interfae elements required for user interation. These view elementsan be hosen from a set of prede�ned omponents to build a tree-like struture.Both model and view need to be interonneted. Any hange in the model statemust be immediately re�eted by the view in order to keep a dynami and on-the-�y visualization of the system.



814 Gonzalo Farias, Karl-Erik Årzén, Anton Cervin3 Integration TrueTime and Easy Java SimulationsEjs has an speial link with Matlab/Simulink. In this ase Ejs is used to reatethe graphial user interfae and the TrueTime model to provide the systembehavior.3.1 Improving the LinkThe onnetion with Simulink models allows users develop in an easy and fastway interative simulations. The proedure, desribed in [7, 8℄, is quite simple. Itbasially onsists in onneting Ejs' variables to signals (input, output or param-eters) of the bloks in the Simulink model. Ejs also provides a set of prede�nedmethods that allow the users read and write variables in the Matlab workspae,for instane to read the variable myMatlabVar from Matlab workspae the nextinstrution ould be used: myEjsVar=_external.getDouble("myMatlabVar");These methods are similar (same signature) to funtions de�ned in the Mat-lab Engine Library. In this way the integration between TrueTime and Ejs isvery diret, but to improve the performane of the initial results it was neededto onsider two features of TrueTime simulations, i.e., zero rossings evaluationsand sheduler data.The �rst aspet is taken into aount beause the simulation with True-Time involves a lot of zero-rossing funtions, whih produes slow, though goodenough, simulations using the TrueTime Simulink bloks. However the simula-tions in the Ejs-TrueTime ombination are even muh slower. To solve this ob-stale a new way to link Ejs and Simulink was reated. Until now the updatingof the Ejs' variables was done in every step of the Simulink solver, but withthe new link the variables are updating at �xed time intervals, whih involvesa faster and "smooth" simulation. In the Fig. 3 more details are presented. Toindiate this link the user just needs to speify the time interval in the ExternalFile option in Ejs (see Fig. 4).The seond feature onsidered was the shedule output signals generated byTrueTime.These signals are rather important to understand the performane ofthe real-time system, so it is neessary to ath all samples from shedule data.However, Ejs has a mehanism to avoid waiting a long time for a Matlab variable,so sometimes a few samples from shedulers were lost and the plot of these signalswas not good. Hene the new method _external.setWaitForEver(true) was addedin Ejs to wait until the sample is aught.3.2 Creating the Interative SimulationsAfter the improvement phase, the linking between TrueTime models and Ejswas diret, in this situation just two main ativities were done, seleting thesignals and onneting the global variables (see Fig. 4). The proedure to seletthe signals from TrueTime model is the same as in any other Simulink model,and is simple beause the link between Ejs variables and Simulink signals isdone by a single mouse lik. The proedure to onnet global variables and
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Fig. 3. Ejs simulations using a TrueTime model. The graphial user interfae is shownin (a), the Simulink model is presented in (b), in () the submodel Ejs_sub_servoRshows the bloks to speed up the simulation. Note that the �xed time interval is equalsto 0.01Ejs variables requires more work, but it is also simple. In order to a�et anyvariable in the TrueTime ode funtions, it just needed to delare them as globaland use the read and write prede�ned methods in Ejs to set or get the values.An example of a modi�ed ode funtion is presented in Listing 1.1. Finally themethod_external.step() is used in the Evolution setion to simulate the Simulinkmodel.Listing 1.1. pidode1 funtion modi�ed to set a link between Ejs and TrueTime.Commented lines are original lines of the funtionfuntion [ exetimeAux , data ℄=pidode1 ( seg , data_) % Ejs% fun t i on [ exet ime , data ℄=pidode1 ( seg , data )global data exet ime ; % Ejsswith seg ,ase 1 ,r = ttAnalogIn ( data . rChan ) ; % Read r e f e r en  ey = ttAnalogIn ( data . yChan ) ; % Read proe s s outputdata = p id a l  ( data , r , y ) ; % Calu l a t e PID a t i onexetimeAux=exet ime ; % exet ime = 0.002∗ rand ;ase 2 ,ttAnalogOut ( data . uChan , data . u ) ; % Control S i gna lexetimeAux = −1; % exet ime = −1;end
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Fig. 4. Setting a link between Ejs and a TrueTime model, note the �xed time intervalupdating is used and the Ejs' variables are onneted to inputs or outputs of Simulink'sbloks4 ExamplesIn this setion three examples using the TrueTime-Ejs integration will be shown.The �rst example is an introdution to the TrueTime simulation environment.The seond one is an extension of the �rst one. Finally, the third example usesTrueTime Network blok to show a distributed ontrol appliation.

Fig. 5. (a) Graphial User Interfae of the �rst example. Note that it is possible tohange the ontrol parameters on-the-�y using the sliders. (b) The Signals when Exe-ution Time is inremented from 2[ms℄ to 9[ms℄4.1 First Example: The Simple PID Servo ControllerThe example onsiders simple PID ontrol of a DC-servo proess. The proessis ontrolled by a ontroller task implemented in a TrueTime kernel blok. Four
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Fig. 6. Graphial user interfae of the seond example. Figures: (a) is the main view,(b) show histograms of input-output latenies or response time for three tasks, () isthe dialogCode where the user an read and write the ode of PID omputation. Notethe shedule data of the red task and its ontrol performanedi�erent modes of implementation of the ontroller task are provided: Built-inTask, Simulink Blok, Sleep Until and Trigger Task. The graphial user interfaeof the example is shown in Fig. 5. The user an modify di�erent parameters like:referene type, ontrol settings, exeution time of the ontroller and the mode ofthe implementation of the tasks. In the Fig. 5b the performane of the ontrolleris shown when the exeution time hange from 2[ms℄ to 9[ms℄.4.2 Seond Example: The Three Servo ControllersThis example extends the simple PID ontrol to the ase of three PID-tasksrunning onurrently on the same CPU ontrolling three di�erent servo sys-tems. The e�et of the sheduling poliy on the global ontrol performane isdemonstrated. The graphial user interfae is shown in Fig. 6. Main view has thesame appearane than the previous example. There is also an auxiliary dialog toshow histograms of input-output latenies or response time of three tasks, andthere is another dialog to enable the user to modify the ode for alulate thePID ation.In the main view the user an modify the parameters for three ontrollers asin the �rst example, but also an add some jitter to the exeution time. Notealso the sheduler data for the tasks is presented in this window. The poliiesare hosen from radio buttons Rate Monotoni and Earliest Deadline First. Note
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Fig. 7. Graphial user interfae of the third example. Figures: (a) is the main view, (b)show histograms of sensor-atuator time, () is the sheduler data for the four nodes,(d) is the dialogCode where the user an read and write the ode of ontrollerin Fig. 6b the input-output latenies for three task, sine the rate monotonipoliy was seleted the task 1 (red) has the lowest priority and the performaneis not good. The dialogCode an be used for instane to modify the algorithmto ompute the PID ontroller.4.3 Third Example: Distributed Servo ControlThis example simulates distributed ontrol of a DC-servo. The example ontainsfour omputer nodes, eah represented by a TrueTime kernel blok. A time-driven sensor node samples the proess periodially and sends the samples overthe network to the ontroller node. The ontrol task in this node alulates theontrol signal and sends the result to the atuator node, where it is subsequentlyatuated. The simulation also involves an interfering node sending disturbingtra� over the network, and a disturbing high-priority task exeuting in theontroller node. The Graphial User Interfae is shown in Fig. 7. The main viewallows the user to modify parameters of the network and nodes. There are alsothree auxiliary dialogs to show an histogram of end-to-end lateny, to modifythe ode for the ontroller node, and to show the sheduler data for the fourtasks.In the main view the user an modify ontrol parameters and also add adummy disturbing high-priority task with di�erent exeution times. In the sameview, but in the setion Sensor the user an modify the measurement time andthe pakage size. This last parameter is important to see the e�et of the size of



Interative Real-Time Control Labs with TrueTime and Ejs 819the pakage in the ontrol performane. The setion BandWidth allows the userto inrease bandwidth used by the interferene node. The network parametersan be modi�ed in the TrueTime Settings setion.5 ConlusionsInterativity is ruial aspet in virtual labs that are to be used for pedagogialpurposes in the �eld of ontrol engineering.In the ontext of simulation of real-time systems, TrueTime is a freewarethat provides funtionalities that simulates ontrol models under resoures on-straints. However from a teahing point of view, and sine True-Time is a Mat-lab/Simulink based tool, to reate an interative simulations using Matlab fea-tures ould demand hard work. That's why Ejs was used.Ejs is also a freeware tool designed to reate quikly interative simulationsin Java. Besides, Ejs has a diret link with Matlab/Simulink models, and isnot di�ult to get a �rst version of the interative lab after a few minutes.However it was neessary to improve the link in order to get more robust andfaster simulations. That �nally involved new features that made possible theaeleration of the simulation and prevented the loss of sheduler data.Three examples of TrueTime models were developed. These allow the userto modify parameters like exeution time, jitter, and see how the whole systemis a�eted.The reation of this kind of labs is not di�ult, and probably in order toget a �nal version a ouple of days is needed. However most of the time thedesigner will not worry about Java programming details, but about �nding newfuntionalities to add to the lab.Further work ould involve further development of web-based labs or thereation of a link between Ejs and Silab version of TrueTime.Referenes1. Hek B. S. (editor): Speial report: Future diretions in ontrol eduation: IEEEControl Systems Magazine, Vol. 19, No. 5, (1999) 35�58.2. Dormido S.: Control learning: Present and future: IFAC Annual Control Reviews,Vol. 28, (2004), 115�136.3. Ohlin M., Henriksson D., Cervin A.: TrueTime 1.5 Referene Manual.: Manual,Department of Automati Control, Lund University, Sweden, (2007).4. Cervin A., Henriksson D., Linoln B., Eker J. and Årzén K.: How does ontroltiming a�et performane? IEEE Control Systems Magazine 23(3), 16�30,(2003).5. Andersson M., Henriksson D., Cervin A. and Årzén K.: Simulation of wirelessnetworked ontrol systems, In Proeedings of the 44th IEEE Conferene on Deisionand Control and European Control Conferene ECC (2005). Seville, Spain.6. Esquembre F.: Easy Java Simulations: A software tool to reate sienti� simula-tions in Java, Comp. Phys. Comm. 156, (2004), 199�204.7. Sánhez J., Dormido S., Esquembre F.: The learning of ontrol onepts usinginterative tools, Computer Appliations in Engineering Eduation, Vol. 13, No 1,(2005) 84�98.
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